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Background and rationale 
SARS-CoV-2 infection has caused a global health emergency and has killed 1 in a 1000 of 
the British population. Vaccination holds the key to protecting individuals and limiting 
viral transmission at a population level. Despite the optimism generated by the phase III 
SARS-CoV-2 vaccination studies, there are important knowledge gaps, particularly regarding 
some of the most vulnerable members of society. None of the vaccines have been tested in 
patients taking immunosuppressive drugs. Not only are these patients likely to be at high 
risk of COVID-19 disease, but the immunosuppressive drugs that they take may compromise 
the ability of vaccines to stimulate protective immune responses. This important knowledge 
gap could have grave implications for millions of immunosuppressed patients across the 
globe, who would remain unprotected from SARS-CoV-2 infection even after vaccination.  
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Anti-TNF agents such as infliximab are some of the most used immunosuppressive drugs in 
the world. They are efficacious in several immune-mediated inflammatory diseases (IMIDs) 
such as inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), but they have an important Achilles heel. They 
significantly impede the generation of protective immune responses to various commonly 
used vaccines. This study will specifically determine whether anti-TNF treatment, and other 
immunosuppressive agents used in IBD, reduce the ability of patients to mount durable, 
protective humoral and cell-mediated immune responses after SARS-CoV-2 vaccination.  
 
 
STUDY OBJECTIVES 
 
Primary Objectives: 
The primary objective of this study is to assess the immunogenicity of SARS-CoV-2 
vaccination in patients with IBD, stratified by IBD treatment. 
 
Secondary Objectives: 

 To assess the immunogenicity of a third (or booster) dose of SARS-CoV-2 vaccination 
in IBD patients, stratified by IBD treatment. 

 To assess the impact of immunosuppressive drugs on post-vaccination SARS-CoV-2 
reactive T-cell responses (and other cell-mediated immune functions) in IBD 
patients. 

 To assess metabolic and biochemical markers of response to vaccination and other 
outcomes including IBD disease activity and IBD treatment failure. 

 
 
 
Study Outcomes 
 
Primary: 
 
Immunogenicity to routinely administered SARS-CoV-2 vaccination at day 60-85 (+/- 7 days) 
post second dose of vaccination, measured as the geometric mean concentration of Anti-
SARS-CoV-2 spike (S) antibodies (Roche Elecsys immunoassay) in IBD patients on 
immunosuppressive treatment regimens compared to non-IBD participants who are not 
immunosuppressed, stratified by vaccine type and age, and excluding those with a history of 
prior infection. The primary comparison will be between patients taking Infliximab 
monotherapy and non-immunosuppressed volunteers. 
 
Secondary: 
 
 

 Immunogenicity to routinely administered SARS-CoV-2 vaccination at day 60-85 (+/- 
7 days) post second dose of vaccination, measured as the geometric mean 
concentration of Anti-SARS-CoV-2 spike (S) antibodies (Roche Elecsys immunoassay) 
in IBD patients on immunosuppressive treatments (thiopurine monotherapy, 
infliximab & thiopurine combination therapy, ustekinumab and tofacitinib) regimens 
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compared to non-IBD participants who are not immunosuppressed, stratified by 
vaccine type and age. 
 

 Immunogenicity to routinely administered SARS-CoV-2 vaccination at day 60-85 (+/- 
7 days) post second dose of vaccination, measured as the geometric mean 
concentration of Anti-SARS-CoV-2 spike (S) antibodies (Roche Elecsys immunoassay) 
in IBD patients on vedolizumab compared to non-IBD participants who are not 
immunosuppressed, stratified by vaccine type and age. This comparison is not 
anticipated to be statistically significantly different. 

 

 Immunogenicity to vaccination at the first visit (between days 60-85 +/-7 days) post 
second dose of vaccination, measured as the geometric mean concentration of S1 
binding IgG and RBD IgG antibodies in IBD patients on immunosuppressive 
treatment regimens compared to non-IBD participants who are not 
immunosuppressed. 

 

 Immunogenicity to a third dose (or booster dose) of vaccination at the second visit, 
35-42 days (+/- 7 days) following the third dose, measured as the geometric mean 
concentration of Anti-SARS-CoV-2 spike (S) antibodies (Roche Elecsys immunoassay). 

 

 Proportion of IBD patients on immunosuppressive treatment regimens compared to 
non-IBD control participants failing to gain sero-protection (defined as anti-SARS-
CoV-2 (S) antibody concentration of <15U/mL) against SARS-CoV-2 at the first visit 
(between days 60-85) and at the second visit (35-42 days following third dose of 
vaccine). 

 

 Adaptive immune responses to vaccination measured using B and T cell assays and 
longitudinal transcriptomics in each study group. 

 

 Antibody decay modelling to determine the point at which each treatment arm is 
anticipated to lose sero-protection. 
 

 Other exploratory outcomes will include metabolomic and proteomic analyses 
according to vaccine response and IBD treatment outcomes.  

 
Primary endpoint: 
The geometric mean concentration of Anti-SARS-CoV-2 spike (S) antibodies at days 60-85 
(post second vaccine dose) in IBD patients prescribed Infliximab in comparison with non-IBD 
participants (control arm), stratified by vaccine type and age, and excluding those with 
evidence of prior SARS-CoV-2 infection. 
 
Secondary endpoints: 

o The geometric mean concentration of Anti-SARS-CoV-2 spike (S) antibodies at days 
60-85 (post second vaccine dose) in IBD patients prescribed the following 
medications in comparison with non-IBD participants (control arm), stratified by 
vaccine type and age, and excluding those with evidence of prior SARS-CoV-2 
infection. 
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o Thiopurine monotherapy 
o Thiopurine & infliximab combination therapy 
o Ustekinumab 
o Tofacitinib 

 
o The geometric mean concentration of Anti-SARS-CoV-2 spike (S) antibodies at days 

60-85 (post second vaccine dose) in IBD patients prescribed vedolizumab in 
comparison with non-IBD participants (control arm), stratified by vaccine type and 
age, and excluding those with evidence of prior SARS-CoV-2 infection. The result 
endpoint is not anticipated to be significantly different (i.e. it is anticipated that 
vedolizumab-treated participants will have similar antibody levels to non-IBD 
controls). 
 

o The geometric mean concentration of S1-binding IgG antibodies and RBD IgG 
antibodies at day 60-85 (post second vaccine dose) and at 35-42 days post third dose 
of vaccine in IBD patients on anti-TNF therapy and other IBD medications 
comparison with non-IBD participants (control arm). 
 

o The change in geometric mean concentration of neutralising anti-SARS-CoV-2 
antibodies at 35-42 days post third dose of vaccine in IBD patients in each study 
group relative to the geometric mean concentration of neutralising anti-SARS-CoV-2 
antibodies at days 60-85 post second vaccine dose in the same group.  

 
o The geometric mean concentration of neutralising anti-SARS-CoV-2 antibodies at 35-

42 days post third dose of vaccine in IBD patients prescribed other IBD medications 
in comparison with those non-IBD participants receiving a third dose (control arm). 

 
o Proportion of IBD patients on each immunosuppressive treatment regimen 

compared to non-IBD participants (controls) with sero-protection against SARS-CoV-
2 at days 60- 85 post second dose of vaccine and at 35-42 days post third dose of 
vaccine. 

 
o Cellular and transcriptomic responses in each study group stratified by medication. 

 
o Metabolomic and proteomic responses in each study group stratified by medication. 

 
o Statistical modelling of antibody decay over time in each study group. 

 
Study design 
Observational study. IBD patients (n=600) from thirteen UK centres who have undergone 
vaccination against SARS-CoV-2 will be identified and recruited according to which therapies 
they are prescribed: thiopurines (n=100), infliximab (n=100), infliximab + thiopurine (n=100), 
vedolizumab (n=100), ustekinumab (n=100) and tofacitinib (n=100). Healthy people without 
IBD (n=200) will be also be recruited. 

 
Study subjects/strata 
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IBD patients (n=600) from thirteen UK centres who have undergone vaccination against 
SARS-CoV-2 recruited according to which therapies they are prescribed:  

 Thiopurines (n=100) 

 Infliximab (n=100) 

 Infliximab + thiopurine (n=100) 

 vVedolizumab (n=100) 

 Ustekinumab (n=100) 

 Tofacitinib (n=100) 
Healthy volunteers without IBD (n=200) will be also be recruited. 
 
INCLUSION CRITERIA  
• Adults (aged ≥18 years) 
• Established diagnosis of Crohn’s Disease (CD) or Ulcerative Colitis (UC), using 
standard definitions of IBD, or healthy people without IBD. 
• Established on current immunosuppressive regimen (as listed in ‘study subjects’ 
section) for at least 12 weeks. These criteria does not apply to healthy participants without 
IBD. 
• Receiving vaccination against SARS-CoV-2 
• Able to give informed consent. 
 
EXCLUSION CRITERIA 
• Unable to give informed consent 
• Patients <18 years of age 
• Recipients of ‘accelerated dosing’ of vaccination (I.e. second dose of SARS-CoV-2 
vaccination given within 42 days of first dose). 
• Patients on any other immune suppressants to those listed in study subjects section 
(other than oral steroids).  
• Excluded medication include:  

• adalimumab 
• golimumab 
• certolizumab 
• mesazaline 
• mycophenolate  
• tacrolimus 
• thalidomide  
• ciclosporin 
• cyclophosphamide 
• hydroxychloroquine 
• leflunomide 
• methotrexate. 
• mycophenolate 
• sulfasalazine 

 
Sample size 
 
To inform power calculations we have modelled vaccination responses in IBD patients based 
on data from the CLARITY-IBD study investigating serological responses to infection and 
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vaccination against SARS-CoV-2 in IBD patients treated with infliximab or vedolizumab.  
Vedolizumab, an anti-integrin therapy, has a gut specific mechanism of action, which does 
not impact on systemic immunity. We therefore make the assumption that immune 
responses of non-immunosuppressed non-IBD participants in VIP will be similar to those of 
participants in the CLARITY-IBD study who were treated with vedolizumab.   
 
In the CLARITY-IBD study the mean (not stratified by vaccine type) of the log Anti-S is 5.225 
U/mL (SD=1.697) in participants on infliximab and 7.084 U/mL (SD=1.704) on participants on 
vedolizumab. We assume a similar difference in serological response. Based on these 
assumptions we will need 21 participants in the Infliximab arm and 21 participants in the 
non-IBD arm to detect a similar difference of 1.859 U/mL between the IInfliximab group and 
the non-IBD group, with 90% power and 0.05 significance and 5% loss of participants due to 
evidence of prior SARS-CoV-2 infection at baseline. 
 
If we assume that other immunosuppressive drugs will only suppress antibody responses by 
50% of what Infliximab does, and a similar estimate for the SD, we would need 80 
participants in one of the other drug groups and 80 participants in the non-IBD group to 
detect a difference of 0.93, with 90% power and 0.05 significance and 5% loss of 
participants due to positive SARS-CoV-2 serology at baseline. 
 
Therefore, we will recruit 100 patients in each study arm, and 200 participants in the non-
IBD arm.  
 
 
Schedule of Time and Events  
Blood sampling will be performed between days 60 and 85 (+/-7 day window) after the 
second dose of SARS-CoV-2 vaccination and 35-42 days (+/-7 day window) after the third (or 
booster) dose of SARS-CoV-2 vaccination, and tested for anti-SARS-CoV-2 antibodies and 
antigen-specific T-cell responses.  
 

 0 1  
(day 60-85** post 
vaccination) 

2  
(35-42 days** post 
third dose of 
vaccination) 

Pre-screening  X   

Informed consent 
 

X   

Patient  questionnaire 
 

X  x 

Blood sample (40-
50mL) 
 

 X X 

* A subset of patients with poor vaccine responses (n=20) and another subset with robust 
vaccine responses (n=20) will be invited to provide a further blood draw for more extensive 
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T-cell work, to further probe mechanisms of failed vaccination.  This can be performed at 
the second study visit. 
 
**time points include an allowance of 1 week either side. 
 
 
Baseline Demographic Variables: 

 Vaccine type 

 Smoking status 

 Age 

 IBD-subtype 

 Ethnicity 

 Gender 

 immunosuppressive drug 
 
Primary Outcome variable: 

concentration of Anti-SARS-CoV-2 spike (S) antibodies 
 
Secondary outcome variables 

 concentration of S1-binding IgG antibodies and RBD IgG antibodies  

 concentration of neutralising anti-SARS-CoV-2 antibodies 

 
Data analysis 
 
Baseline Demographics 
Patient characteristics will be summarised. Summaries of continuous variables will be 
presented as means and standard deviations if normally distributed, and as median and 
inter-quartile ranges for skewed data; categorical variables will be presented as frequencies 
and percentages. 
 
Primary End Point Analysis 
 
For immunogenicity end points, all primary outcome analyses will be based on comparisons 
of the infliximab-treated group to non-IBD control subjects. The primary analysis will be a 
linear regression of the log-transformed anti-SARS-CoV-2 (S) antibody concentration to 
compare the Infliximab treated group and non-IBD group, excluding those with evidence of 
prior infection, adjusted by vaccine type and age. 
 
Geometric mean concentrations (GMC) of SARS-CoV-2 neutralizing antibodies (S) will be 
calculated with 2-sided 95% CI according to each IBD treatment strata at visit one and visit 
two.   Geometric means will be calculated as the mean of the assays after making logarithm 
transformation and exponentiating the mean to express results on the original scale. 2-sided 
95% CI (with reference to the t-distribution) and then exponentiating the confidence limits. 
 
Concentrations below the level of detection will be given a nominal value of 0.5 of the lower 
limit of detection of the assay.  
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To test our primary outcome, we will use multivariable linear regression models to identify 
factors independently associated with log anti-SARS-CoV-2 (S) levels. A priori we have 
identified the following variables for inclusion: 

- IBD drug 
- Age 
- Ethnicity 
- Vaccine type 
- Smoking 
- IBD subtype 

 
No stepwise regression will be performed. Results will be presented after exponentiation, so 
that the coefficients of the model correspond to the fold change (FC) associated with each 
binary covariate. 
 
Secondary End Point Analysis 

 
For secondary end points, analyses will be based on comparisons of each of the other 
treatment groups to non-IBD subjects. These analyses will be linear regressions of the log-
transformed anti-SARS-CoV-2 (S) antibody concentration to compare each treatment group 
with the non-IBD group, excluding those with evidence of prior infection, adjusted by 
vaccine type and age. 
 
To test the immunogenicity of a third vaccine dose in the different treatment groups, the 
changes in the GMC of SARS-CoV-2 neutralizing antibodies, S1 binding IgG levels and RBD-
binding IgG levels will be calculated (with 95% CI) and compared with the results 35-42 days 
following the third dose using linear regression of of log-transformed anti-SARS-CoV-2 (S) 
antibody concentration adjusted by the antibody concentration levels after the second 
dose. 
 
Missing data 
Missing serology data will not be imputed. There will be no data imputation for missing data 
in the primary endpoint and the secondary endpoints. However, the level and pattern of the 
missing data in the baseline variables and outcomes will be reported. Participants with 
missing clinical data will be included in analyses for which they have data and the 
denominator for each variable will be specified. The potential causes of any missingness will 
be investigated and documented as far as possible. Any missing data will be dealt with using 
methods appropriate to the missingness mechanism and level of missingness.  
 
 


